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An algorithm for automatic drawing of quasi-median networks is proposed that uses
Eulerian cycles in the non-strong-compatibility graph to lay out the network in the plane.
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1. Introduction
Quasi-median networks are a special type of phylogenetic networks introduced by Bandelt et al. [5] to visualize discrete
data tables. Quasi-median networks assist in exploring the role and level of homoplasy of DNAdata [1,9,4,7,11,22,13] and are
used as a matter of routine to check incoming DNA data for the EMPOP database [21]. In the special case of binary data, the
quasi-median network is the full median network of [8]. Quasi-median networks contain at least one Steiner tree [10] and
have a rich structure theory [19,6,15,3]. Layouts of quasi-median networks in the plane presented in the literature typically
fulfill the congruence condition [20] for drawing Cartesian products of graphs [19]:
Links between strings that differ by the same substitutions are drawn as translations of each other.
For example, in Fig. 1, substituting A by G at position 9 of the strings transforms both m2 to s8 and m1 to s9, thus the link
betweenm1 and s9 is a translation of the link betweenm2 and s8, and the label A9G specifying the substitution is attached
only once.
A second condition for the layout of quasi-median networks in the plane is the length condition:
The length of a link between strings is proportional to the weight of the corresponding substitution on a linear or
logarithmic scale.
For example, in Fig. 1, all links have the same length except the link between m4 and s3 that corresponds to a combined
substitution.
In this paper we present a new algorithm for drawing quasi-median networks in the plane that obeys the congruence
condition, fulfills the length condition with one specific exception, and has been tested over several years for filtered
mitochondrial DNA data [21]. The ideas of our approach can be summarized as follows. The algorithm first looks for a node
in the network that suits best as a center of the drawing and then arranges the blocks of the network in sectors around it. For
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Table 1
Data table of Example 1.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
s1 G G A A A A A A A A A
s2 G T A A A A A A A A A
s3 G A G T A A A A A A A
s4 A A A A G G A A A A A
s5 A A A A G A G A A A A
s6 A A A A G A A G A A A
s7 A A A A G G G G A A A
s8 A A A A A A A A G A A
s9 A A A A A A A A G G A
s10 A A A A A A A A G G G
s11 A A A A A A A A A G G
example, in Fig. 1 there are three blocks arranged in equal sectors around centerm2. To compute a suitable order for drawing
the neighbors of the center in each block, an auxiliary graph called the non-strong-compatibility (NSC) graph is used where
vertices correspond to equivalence classes of variable positions in the strings. We show that the set of central positions in
each connected component of the NSC graph is itself connected and can be eulerized by inserting additional edges between
neighboring vertices when necessary. Then we invoke the algorithm of Hierholzer to compute Eulerian cycles of central
positions and derive an order in which the neighbors of the center in the network are drawn. Finally, the drawing is radially
extended by breadth-first search observing the congruence condition.
In the remainder of this section we briefly recall the basic concepts of quasi-median networks necessary to understand
the details of our work. Let Σ1,Σ2, . . . ,Σn be finite alphabets, and let w1, w2, . . . , wn be positive real numbers called
weights. When observing nucleotides at DNA positions, the alphabets are subsets of {A, C,G, T ,−} where − denotes the
gap symbol, and merging equivalent DNA positions yields weights higher than one. We consider the Hamming space
H := Σ1 ×Σ2 × · · · ×Σn
endowed with the Hamming distance
d(x, y) :=
n−
i=1
wi · δ(xi, yi)
where δ(α, β) is one if α and β differ, or zero otherwise. We say that a string z ∈ H lies between strings x, y ∈ H if
d(x, z)+ d(z, y) = d(x, y),
or, equivalently, zi = xi or zi = yi for i = 1, . . . , n. For x, y, z ∈ H , the quasi-median (x; y, z) ∈ H is defined by
(x; y, z)i :=

yi if yi = zi
xi else
for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and has the following bifurcation property: ifw ∈ H lies both between x and y and between x and z, then
w lies between x and (x; y, z), and vice versa.
The complete Hamming graph is the complete graph with node set H where links are weighted by the Hamming distance.
Let D be a subset of H , e.g., DNA data from the lab. The quasi-median hullM(D) is the closure of Dwith respect to the quasi-
median operation. The quasi-median network of D is a subgraph of the complete Hamming graph: the nodes of the network
are the strings inM(D), and two nodes of the network are linked if and only if no other string fromM(D) lies between them.
By construction, the quasi-median network is connected and theminimumweight of paths between two nodes equals their
Hamming distance (here the weight of a path is defined as the sum of the weights of its edges). By the bifurcation property,
all new quasi-medians have degree at least three.
The dataset D can be displayed as a table where the rows correspond to the strings of D and the columns are labeled
by the positions 1, 2, . . . , n (an example is given in Table 1). A position is called unvaried if the corresponding column is
constant. For each position we get a partition of D where strings belong to the same block if and only if the symbols of the
strings at this position are equal. Two positions are called equivalent in D if their partitions coincide, i.e. the columns can be
transformed into each other by renaming the symbols in the alphabets. We call D condensed if it has no unvaried position
and no equivalent positions.
Every dataset can be condensed by removing constant positions or merging equivalent positions into single characters,
and the quasi-median network of the original data can be reconstructed from the quasi-median network of the condensed
data by filling in the corresponding states of the constant or equivalent positions. In the condensed network, nodes are linked
if and only if they differ in exactly one character. For convenience we speak of characters instead of equivalence classes of
positions, and we call the symbols at these positions the states of the characters.
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Fig. 1. Quasi-median network of Example 1 drawn by the new algorithm.
Example 1. The hypothetical DNA dataset in Table 1 consists of the strings s1, s2, . . . , s11 with symbols drawn from the
alphabets {A,G}, {A,G, T }, or {A, T }. The dataset has no unvaried position, the only equivalent positions are 3 and 4, and
the two states of the character (3, 4) are (A, A) and (G, T ). The quasi-median hull of the strings s1, s2, . . . , s11 contains the
additional strings
m1 = (s11; s9, s7), m2 = (m1; s8, s7), m3 = (m2; s6, s5), m4 = (m3; s3, s2),
m5 = (s7; s6, s5), m6 = (s7; s6, s4), m7 = (s7; s5, s4).
For instance, the strings s9 and s7 are equal at positions 1, 2, 3, 4, 11 and different elsewhere, thus m1i = s9i for i ∈
{1, 2, 3, 4, 11} andm1i = s11i otherwise, hence
m1 = A9 GA
where powers denote repetitions. By inspection, also m2 = (s6; s2, s9) which shows that the derivation of the quasi-
medians is in general not unique.
The quasi-median network is displayed in Fig. 1. The differences are denoted with reference to the node
m2 = A11
and are omitted on parallel links. For example, changing the state of character 10 from A to G transformsm2 intom1 and s8
into s9. All links have weight one except the link betweenm4 and s3 which has weight two. The condensed data are strings
of length ten obtained by combining the positions three and four into a single character with states AA and GT .
2. Blocks of quasi-median networks
Let D be a condensed dataset. Characters c and d are strongly compatible if and only if there exist states s of c and t of
d such that, for each string x in D, the state of c in x is s or the state of d in x is t (see [16, p. 3, (ii)]). Then the states s
and t are unique and are called the pivot states of the two characters. The non-strong-compatibility (NSC) graph G has all
characters of D as vertices and edges only between characters that are not strongly compatible. Each vertex of the NSC
graph is weighted by the number of observed states of the character minus one. In figures we express these numbers by the
number of concentric open circles. The NSC graph uniquely determines the number of nodes of the quasi-median network
but not the isomorphism type of the network [2,4].
Fig. 2 shows the NSC graph of the condensed data from Example 1. For instance, inspection of Table 1 shows that
characters 1 and 2 are strongly compatible with pivot states G and A, and that characters 6 and 7 are not strongly compatible.
Theorem 1. Let G be a finite undirected graph without loops with positive integer vertex weights. Then G is the NSC graph of a
condensed dataset.
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Fig. 2. NSC graph of Example 1.
Proof. We number the vertices of G by 1, 2, . . . , n, denote the weight of vertex i by ri, and define alphabets Σi :=
{0, 1, . . . , ri} for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Let M be the set of strings x1x2 . . . xn where xi ∈ Σi for all i and {i | xi > 0} is a clique of
G. Then the observed state pairs of characters i, j are all pairs from Σi × Σj if i and j are neighbors in G, or all pairs with at
least one zero component otherwise. ThusM is condensed because the observed state pairs include (0, 0), (0,1), and (1, 0).
Furthermore, the characters are strongly compatible if and only if they are not neighbors in G. Finally, the set of observed
state pairs is closed with respect to the quasi-median operation, hence M equals its quasi-median hull by the Bergman
principle ([12], reformulated for data tables in [4]). 
Let N denote the quasi-median network of the condensed dataset D, and fix an arbitrary node z of N (later we shall
optimize this choice in order to maximize the number of blocks). Subsequently z is called the center of the network, and
characters that change on links from z are called central. In Fig. 1 the central characters are 1, 5, 9, and 10 for centerm2, and
5, 6, 7, and 8 for centerm3.
Theorem 2. In each connected component of the NSC graph the subset of central characters is itself connected.
Proof. Let c and d be strongly compatible central characters in the connected component C of the NSC graph. Choose a path
in C from c to d of minimum length. Then the induced subgraph of this path is a chain of length at least two, and the claim
follows from the following lemma. 
Lemma 1. Let n ≥ 3 and c1, c2, . . . , cn be different characters such that two characters ci and cj are strongly compatible if and
only if the indices i and j differ by more than one. If c1 and cn are central, then also c2, . . . , cn−1 are central.
Proof. To simplify the notation we relabel the states of the characters to the symbols A,G, etc. such that the center is
z := AA · · · A
with neighbors
x := GA · · · A and y := A · · · AG.
We claim that, for all indices i, jwith j− i > 1, the pivot states of the characters ci and cj are A and A. We prove our claim by
descending induction on j− i. In the basic case j− i = n− 1 we have i = 1 and j = n. In the strings z, x, and ywe observe
on positions 1 and n the pairs AA,GA, and AG. Hence the pivot states of c1 and cn are A and A.
Now suppose that j − i < n − 1. In the first case we assume that j = n and consider only the positions i − 1, i, and n.
In the strings z and y we observe the two triples AAA and AAG. As ci−1 and ci are not strongly compatible, Lemma 2 of [10]
(a reformulation for data tables of a result in [17]) implies the existence of a third triple GGα where α denotes an unknown
state. By the induction hypothesis the pivot states of ci−1 and cn are A and A, hence the third triple must be GGA. Inspecting
the three triples we conclude that the pivot states of ci and cn are A and A.
In the second case we assume that i = 1 and consider only the positions 1, j, and j+ 1. In the strings z and xwe observe
the two triples AAA and GAA. Similarly to the first case we obtain a third triple AGG by using that cj and cj+1 are not strongly
compatible and by invoking the induction hypothesis for c1 and cj+1. From the three triples it follows that the pivot states
of c1 and cj are A and A.
In the third case we assume that i > 1 and j < n and consider only the positions i − 1, i, j, and j + 1. In the string z we
observe the quadruple AAAA. As cj and cj+1 are not strongly compatible, Lemma 2 of [10] implies the existence of a second
quadruple αβGG where α and β denote unknown states. By the induction hypothesis the pivot states of ci−1 and cj and of
ci and cj+1 are A and A, hence the second quadruple must be AAGG. As ci−1 and ci are not strongly compatible, there exists a
third quadruple GGγ δ where γ and δ denote unknown states. By the induction hypothesis the pivot states of ci−1 and cj and
of ci and cj+1 are A and A, hence the third quadruple must be GGAA. Inspecting the three quadruples we see that the pivot
states of ci and cj are A and A.
Finally, we show that the character ci is central for 1 < i < n. As ci−1 and ci are not strongly compatible, there exists a
string u in the network with A on position i− 1 and G on position i. As the pivot states are all A, the string umust have state
A on all other positions except possibly i+1. As ci and ci+1 are not strongly compatible, there exists a string v in the network
with G on position i and A on position i+ 1. As the pivot states are all A, the string v must have state A on all other positions
except possibly i− 1. Then the quasi-median of z, u, and v has G on position i and A on all other positions. 
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Fig. 3. Fan of parallelograms of Example 2 drawn by the new algorithm.
Example 2. If all characters in Lemma 1 are binary, the network is a fan of parallelograms. Fig. 3 shows the quasi-
median network of the seven strings GAAAAA,GGAAAA, AGGAAA, AAGGAA, AAAGGA, AAAAGG, and AAAAAG where the data
are indicated by open circles.
Theorem 3 (Block Decomposition of Quasi-Median Networks). Let P denote the partition of the central characters into connected
components in the NSC graph. For each block B of P the set
N(B) := {x ∈ N | c(x) = c(z) for all central characters c not in B}
contains the center z (here c(x) denotes the state of the character c for the string x). The subgraph of N induced by N(B) is called
a block of N, and there are no links between different blocks except at the joint node z.
For the network shown in Fig. 1 the three blocks with respect to the centerm2 are
N({1}) = {m2,m4, h3, h2, h1},
N({5}) = {m2,m3, h4, h5, h6,m5,m6,m7, h7}, and
N({9, 10}) = {m2,m1, h8, h9, h10, h11}.
Nodem3 has the same degree as nodem2 but only two blocks
N({6, 7, 8}) = {m3, h4, h5, h6,m5,m6,m7, h7} and
N({5}) = {m3,m2,m4, h3, h2, h1,m1, h8, h9, h10, h11}.
For node s7 the only block is the network itself.
Proof. We first show that, for two different blocks B and B′ of P , the blocks N(B) and N(B′) have only node z in common.
Let x be a joint node of N(B) and N(B′). Then c(x) = c(z) for all central characters c. As in the quasi-median network there
exists a path from z to xwhere only characters change that have different states for x and z, it follows that x = z.
We next show that every node ofN is contained in some block. Let x be a node ofN such that c(x) ≠ c(z) and c ′(x) ≠ c ′(z)
for two different central characters c, c ′. Then c and c ′ have no pivot states. Hence c and c ′ are not strongly compatible and
belong to the same connected component of the NSC graph. Thus x is contained in some block N(B).
Finally we prove that the network has no links between different blocks except at the joint node z. Let x ∈ N(B) \ {z}
and x′ ∈ N(B′) \ {z}where B and B′ are different blocks of P . Then x and x′ differ by at least two characters. As the dataset is
condensed, the network has only links between nodes that differ by exactly one character. 
3. The drawing algorithm
We lay out a quasi-median network in the plane by mapping nodes of the network to points of the plane and links in the
network to straight lines between the points. First we compute the center as a node with the highest number of blocks and,
if there are several candidates, with highest degree. Then the blocks of the network are assigned to sectors around the center
where the angle of a sector corresponds to the number of neighbors of the center in the block. To get a suitable order for these
neighbors, Hamiltonian tours through the central characters in the NSC graphwould be an obvious solution. But NSC graphs
are not special by Theorem 1, hence we use a heuristic described below that uses Eulerian cycles to position the neighbors
around the center. Here the distance of each neighbor to the center corresponds to theweight of the corresponding character
on a linear or logarithmic scale.
The difference vectors between the center and its neighbors correspond to the state changes of the central characters, and
are stored in a table. Thus characters with r states give rise to r(r − 1) entries in the table. For central characters with more
than two states the resulting difference vectors between the corresponding neighbors may not fulfill the length condition
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as can be seen in Fig. 4 where the neighbors are located on a circle around the center but the triangles are not equilateral.
The presented algorithm violates the length condition only in this case to avoid overlaps in the starlike layout.
The remaining nodes of the network are drawn recursively by breadth-first search. If a new node differs from an old
node by a state change of a character that is already contained in the table, the corresponding vector is used to compute
the position of the new node thus fulfilling the congruence condition for drawing product graphs. Otherwise new vectors
in the plane are chosen in the direction of the sector following the length condition. These vectors correspond to all state
changes of the new character and are included in the table for reuse. To avoid artificial coincidence of nodes in the drawing,
the choice of vectors is randomized with small variance. The resulting layout usually looks starlike but is no radial layout in
the sense of [14] because no constraints on the distances of the nodes to the center are imposed.
To arrange the neighbors of the center in each sector we proceed as follows. By Theorem 2 the set of central characters
in each connected component of the NSC graph is itself connected. To make all degrees of vertices in this subgraph even,
we add auxiliary edges without changing the adjacency relation by applying algorithm of Theorem 4. Then we compute a
Eulerian cycle by the algorithm of Hierholzer [18], and cyclically shift the edges in the cycle to maximize the length of the
initial run of non-auxiliary edges (an example is given below). Finally the central characters are arranged in order of their
first appearance in the shifted cycle.
Example 3. Let one block of the network be given by the center AAAAA and the nine strings AAAAG, AAGAG, AAGAA,GAGAA,
GAAAA,GAAGA, AAAGA, AGAGA, and AGAAA. (We specify only the first five characters because the others are constant in this
block.) The NSC graph 2–4–1–3–5 has the eulerization
2 = 4 = 1 = 3 = 5.
The Eulerian cycle 1, 3, 5, 3, 1, 4, 2, 4 has initial run length two but the shifted cycle 5, 3, 1, 4, 2, 4, 1, 3 has initial run length
four which is maximal. Therefore the order 5, 3, 1, 4, 2 is used instead of the given order 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Fig. 5 compares the two
layouts using the same vectors and motivates our search for maximal runs to minimize overlaps.
Theorem 4 (Eulerization of Graphs by Inserting or Removing Parallel Edges). Let G be a finite connected undirected graphwithout
loops. Fix a priority order on the vertices of G. Then the following algorithm adds parallel edges to G such that the degree of every
vertex becomes even.
// Initialize vertex counts
foreach vertex v do n(v)← 0
// Loop over vertices of odd degree
while vertices of odd degree exist do
// Select first vertex
From the set of vertices of odd degree choose a vertex uwith,
first, minimal original degree and,
second, highest priority.
n(u)← n(u)+ 1
// Select second vertex
if neighbor of u of odd degree exists then
Choose one such neighborw.
else
From the set of neighbors of u choose a neighborw with,
first, lowest count, and,
second, highest original degree.
end
// insert or delete edge
if only one edge between u andw exists then
Insert a new edge between u andw.
else
Delete one edge between u andw.
end
end
Proof. In each iteration of the loop the algorithm inserts or deletes one edge between neighboring vertices where the
first vertex had odd degree before the insertion or deletion of the new edge. If the second vertex had odd degree before,
both vertices have even degree afterward, and the total number of vertices of odd degree decreases by two. If the second
vertex had even degree before, then the first vertex gets even but the second vertex gets odd. To prove that the algorithm
terminates we suppose that, after finitely many iterations, the algorithm repeats the second case infinitely often, and derive
a contradiction.
By the handshaking lemma the number of vertices of odd degree must be at least two. Hence the count of the vertex
with, first, maximal original degree and, second, lowest priority, remains constant. As the algorithm runs forever, the set of
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Fig. 4. Network of six ternary characters drawn by the new algorithm (center filled).
Fig. 5. Two layouts of the block of Example 3 (center filled). The left layout uses the given order of the string positions whereas the right layout uses the
order computed by the new algorithm.
all vertices with unbounded degree is a non-empty proper subset of the whole vertex set. As the graph is connected, there
exists a vertex u with unbounded count and at least one neighbor with bounded count. Since the algorithm visits vertex u
infinitely often, eventually all neighbors of u with bounded count will have their maximal counts, and the algorithm will
insert or delete an edge between u and some neighborw of uwith bounded count. Then the degree ofw becomes odd, and
it stays odd because its count is already maximal. When the algorithm visits vertex u again, the odd vertices u andw will be
reduced to even vertices which contradicts our assumption. 
Example 4. For the quasi-median network depicted in Fig. 6 the (eulerized) NSC graph is shown in Fig. 7. The algorithm of
Theorem 4 starts with twelve odd vertices and inserts the parallel edges
(1, 3) (ten odd vertices),
(2, 3), (6, 5), (7, 5) (eight odd vertices),
(8, 5), (11, 10) (six odd vertices),
(12, 10), (14, 13), (15, 13) (four odd vertices),
(3, 4) (two odd vertices),
(10, 9), (5, 4), and (4, 9) (zero odd vertices).
Hierholzer generates the Eulerian cycle
1, 3, 4, 9, 16, 13, 15, 13, 14, 13, 9, 10, 12, 10, 11, 10, 9, 4, 5, 8, 5, 7, 5, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 3.
Hence the order of the central characters is
1, 3, 4, 9, 16, 13, 15, 14, 10, 12, 11, 5, 8, 7, 6, 2
as displayed in Fig. 6.
The presented algorithm is best suited for NSC graphs with many small connected components. For mitochondrial DNA
such datasets usually arise when highly recurrent mutations known beforehand are filtered out. Typical examples include
the drawings in [1,8,9,2,4,7,21] with at most hundred nodes. The new algorithm has been used to draw the networks of DNA
data in [22], Figs. 1–5, and in [13], Figs. A and B in additional file 2.
For dense NSC graphs the quasi-median networks are huge because the number of nodes of the network is given by the
formula [2]−
C
∏
c∈C
r(c)
where the sum runs over all cliques C of the NSC graph and r(c) denotes the number of observed states of character c
minus 1. By Theorem 1 the number of nodes of the network can grow exponentially in the number of vertices of the NSC
graph. Thus for dense NSC graphs further ideas to lay out the network in the plane are required.
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Fig. 6. Quasi-median network of Example 4 drawn by the new algorithm.
Fig. 7. Eulerized NSC graph of Example 4.
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